If you are wondering –

• What resources will be required to maintain your GDPR documentation?
• How do we manage communications and maintain confidence to respond in time?
• How do you demonstrate on-going compliance without spreadsheets?

The challenge of meeting GDPR Compliance

Managing GDPR on a daily basis once the consultants leave the building or when the project team disbands can prove time-consuming and expensive.

Even if you have “discovered” all your data and locations, to effectively respond to an incident/ request you need have your data ordered and processes aligned to GDPR requirements.

On completion of the policies and processes for initial GDPR compliance, ...don’t squander the effort by failing to maintain the regulation!

Ensuring spreadsheets are up to date, emails have been addressed and requests answered within agreed timeframes will tie up internal resources who have other responsibilities.

How AgilityGDPR helps your company meet Compliance Obligations

To reduce the paper handling and remove the burden of manual transactions, BusinessPort have created Agility GDPR software that centralises all actions necessary to control the regulation.

Ultimately the system provides the assurance that GDPR regulations are constantly being met, and that all personnel within the organisation remain fully compliant with the laws of Data Protection.
The Benefits

• Reduced complexity with centralised control of all GDPR actions
• Process workflow guides users to consistent approach
• Simplifying the ongoing management of the regulation
• Eliminate dependence of spreadsheets & random folders
• Performance is measured with KPI Dashboards to assist decision making
• Transparency of process increases awareness of role & responsibilities
• Full auditability of every interaction
• System can be used for multi-standard compliance (ISO 9001/14001/45001 etc.)

If you are interested in simplifying the administration of the regulation, we would be pleased to arrange a demonstration, in person or via the web.

If you are interested in contacting us or discussing Channel Partnership, please contact insight@BusinessPort.net

Please visit www.businessport.net/agility-gdpr for more information.